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program for working with clip tabs. the clips system is inspired by user experience design, as the
data is structured in ways that are familiar to users. the clip panel is used for managing clip data.

users may load, apply, and save individual clip templates to the library. data are copied among clips
using the clip editor and clip transfers. the data panel is used for managing the playback of clip data.
clips can be used to track the movement and editing of various video, images, and audio data in an
editing project. clip data can be easily managed through the project tree and listed by sample type.

project trees include descriptions of samples that are related to a clip. sample types include
captions, inline audio, image strips, live audio, and video. all audio clips are saved to the system

sound card or to an external media file. video clips can be stored in external media files such as avi,
wmv, mp4, or mov.
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